
THERMAL MANAGEMENT BEST PRACTICES

Maintaining the temperature inside racks and enclosures is critical to the proper functioning and survival of the circuits operating within.  Most studies
have shown that for every 10 oF rise over 85 oF, digital equipment life is reduced by approximately 40%. It is essential to ensure the heated air
within the enclosure remains at a temperature of no more than 85 oF to help protect sensitive equipment.
There are two approaches to securing an adequate internal enclosure temperature for the successful operation of the components enclosed: Passive and
Active thermal management.  Passive makes use of the ability of a properly con�gured system to ventilate through natural convection.  In certain cases,
however, the use of fans to force air through an enclosure (Active) is necessary to maintain the desired internal temperature.  Please refer to the
nomograph located on the facing page to determine whether your system will require Passive or Active thermal management.

Thermal Technique: Passive Thermal Management

The Passive approach to thermal management involves capitalizing on natural air�ow.  Adequate vent openings in the top and bottom portions of an
enclosure, as well as an unimpeded air�ow, and placing hotter equipment lower in the rack will enhance the natural �ow of air, as heat naturally rises.
There is a WRONG and PROPER way to approach Passive thermal management:

Thermal Technique: Active Thermal Management

In many instances, equipment located within an enclosure will produce too much heat for Passive thermal management (convection) to properly
ventilate the enclosure.  In this event, the use of forced air (fans) is instrumental to maintaining the optimal 85 oF temperature recommended.  Keys to
the successful implementation of Active thermal design include the use of top-mount fan(s) and no venting in the upper 6 rackspaces, upper sides,
upper front or upper rear door to prevent short-circuiting of air at the top of the rack.  There is a WRONG and PROPER way to approach Active
thermal management:
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The key to successful Active thermal management is ensuring there are no open vents at the top of the rack.  The laws of static pressure dictate that fans
will pull air from the easiest path (closest opening).  This will create an undesirable recirculation of air, reducing heat removal if upper vents are not blocked.
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How to Calculate Ventilation Required to Provide an Interior Rack Temperature of 85 oF

This nomograph will show the minimum ventilation (Active or Passive) required, to provide an interior rack temperature of 85 oF.

Best Enclosure Air Methods

Calculate ventilation required to provide an interior rack temperature of 85 oF.

Nomograph

To calculate total waste heat (column B):
1. Obtain total waste heat output by combining the published

waste heat BTU/Hr. of all in the rack.
2. Add up total measur ed amperage draw from all other

equipment and multiply by 400 (total amperage x 400 =
total BTU/Hr. @117v.)

3. Combine BTU/Hr. totals from steps 1 and 2 to obtain
total for all equipment. Mark total in column B.

To obtain minimum ventilation requirements:
1. Mark ambient room temperature in column C and

connect points in B and C with a straight edge.
2. The minimum cooling required providing an interior

rack temperature of 85 oF will be shown on column A,
where the straight edge intersects the minimum
ventilation required column.

PASSIVE VENTI LATION R EQU IR EM ENT S
(A) Fully vented rear door, vented rack top, in vented-face rack
(B) Fully vented rear door, vented rack top, in solid-face rack
(C) Solid rear door, vented rack top, in vented-face rack
(D) Solid rear door, 4 space vent in upper rackspace, solid top
(E) Solid rear door, 2 space vent in upper rackspace, solid top
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In addition to the proper of the rack system, room design is critically important to the success of rack and enclosure thermal
management.  It is essential that not only does the equipment room have the ability to remove the heat generated by the racks, but also that racks
are placed strategically within the room to ensure no-recirculation of air occurs.

Consideration to a rack’s internal air is equally important to ensure e ective thermal management.  Simulations and real-world testing show
that moving air through a cabinet from bottom to top results in the lowest internal cabinet temperatures for equipment with front intakes.

The best start for thermal management is during the planning stages of new
construction, by coordinating with architectural plans, building contractors
HVAC plans and millwork specialists.  However, regardless of whether planning
is for a new or retr installation, there are several methods for
thermal management that depend greatly on where the residential electronics
system is being installed.

A common residential installation features a visible rack face when it is
mounted in millwork or a cabinet - see pg. 116 for thermal management
tips and tricks for residential installations.

For a complete guide to thermal management and controlling the temperature
inside equipment racks, visit middleatlantic.com to download the Thermal
Management White Paper.
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